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Definitions:
simple and
manipulati ve
Description
 (b) Douches
Perhaps the best definition is Kellogg's; "a single or multiple column
of water varying in temperature, pressure, and muss' directed against
some portion of the body. Such a douche is known as 'simple' when
given alone, and 'manipulative' when combined with massage.
Pressure depends on the height of the source of the supply; the mass
may be anything from a filiform douche as line as a needle It) a column
of water an inch in diameter, and the column or columns may lake the
form of jets, fans, rains, or showers in horizontal, descending, multiple,
circular, or ascending directions.
Simple douches
Cold douche The cold douche is given at 55" to 60" I'1, for a few seconds at a high
pressure in order to bring about a reaction. Its chief* indications are
those of a general tonic and stimulant. It also forms part of the con-
trast douche mentioned below.
Hot douche
The average temperature of the hot douche is between 110" and 115"
F. It should begin at 100" F. and be gradually raised. At the higher
temperature the stream must be kept in constant motion to obviate
the risk of scalding. It should last for a few seconds only or a minute at
most at the higher levels of temperature.
Indications
Its indications are much the same as those of the hot immersion bath
(see p. 577); its effects are also similar, with the addition of the
mechanical factor of pressure.
Neutml
douches
A warm or neutral douche at a temperature between 92" and 97" F.
has a soothing effect and can be used with advantage in cases of
insomnia and nervous excitement.
Contrast
douche
The contrast douche is often referred Lo as the 'Scottish1 or 'alter-
nating' douche. It is carried out by two hose-pipes, one delivering
very hot and the other very cold water. The cold application is given
for 3 to 10 seconds at a time; the hot douche lasts from 12 to 40
seconds, the duration of the treatment being from 6 to 10 minutes
in all.
Indications
The alternating pallor and redness of the skin coinciding with the
change from cold to hot show that the peripheral circulation is
affected; and there is therefore reason to assume that the movement of
lymph in the lymph spaces is facilitated. Given along the spine, the
contrast douche has a pronounced tonic eflect. Old inflammatory
deposits in the subcutaneous tissues are often dispersed or much
decreased in size by this treatment. It is also very valuable in the
later stages of sciatica and brachiai neuralgia, but is contra-indicated
in the earlier stages of these affections.
Needle baths Needle baths have numerous fine jets of water either cold, neutral,
or hot, which play on the surface of the body. These baths are some-
times given in combination with the contrast douche.

